Fatigue is common in individuals with a variety of chronic health conditions and can have significant negative effects on quality of life. Although limited in scope, recent work suggests persons with hearing loss may be at increased risk for fatigue, in part due to effortful listening that is exacerbated by their hearing impairment. However, the mechanisms responsible for hearing loss-related fatigue, and the efficacy of audiological interventions for reducing fatigue, remain unclear. To improve our understanding of hearing loss-related fatigue, as a field it is important to develop a common conceptual understanding of this construct. In this article, the broader fatigue literature is reviewed to identify and describe core constructs, consequences, and methods for assessing fatigue and related constructs. Finally, the current knowledge linking hearing loss and fatigue is described and may be summarized as follows: Hearing impairment may increase the risk of subjective fatigue and vigor deficits; adults with hearing loss require more time to recover from fatigue after work and have more work absences; sustained, effortful, listening can be fatiguing; optimal methods for eliciting and measuring fatigue in persons with hearing loss remain unclear and may vary with listening condition; and amplification may minimize decrements in cognitive processing speed during sustained effortful listening. Future research is needed to develop reliable measurement methods to quantify hearing loss-related fatigue, explore factors responsible for modulating fatigue in people with hearing loss, and identify and evaluate potential interventions for reducing hearing loss-related fatigue.
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**DEFINING FATIGUE**

Fatigue is a complex construct that has been defined many ways. In fact, a standardized definition does not exist. Definitions found in the literature vary, in part, based on the discipline of the person describing the construct (e.g., layperson, physiologist, cognitive psychologist, and physician) and the focus of their study (e.g., muscle fatigue in athletes, cognitive fatigue in multiple sclerosis). Fatigue has also routinely been defined as a symptom, indicative of physical or mental disease (e.g., multiple sclerosis, depression) or a consequence of the treatment of diseases (e.g., chemotherapy). This range of definitions complicates comparisons across studies and the generalization of research findings and highlights the need for explicit definitions in published literature. This section describes two common and distinct ways of conceptualizing and defining fatigue.

**Subjective Fatigue: Feelings**

Probably the most intuitive way to define fatigue is as a subjective experience or mood state. Common terminology used to describe fatigue subjectively includes feelings of weariness, tiredness, a lack of vigor or energy, or decreased motivation to continue on a task (Tiesinga et al. 1996; Chaudhuri & Behan 2000; O’Connor 2004). These percepts are best identified via subjective measurement (Whitehead 2009). The onset, duration, and severity of the fatigue are also often described subjectively (Dittner et al. 2004). Subjective fatigue can result from a wide range of factors, including sustained physical or mental effort, emotional distress, sleep disturbance, and physical or mental disease processes. Chaudhuri and Behan define “central” fatigue as a lack of motivation or desire (subjective traits) to continue a physical or mental task in the absence of neuromuscular processing deficits.

**Fatigue as a Performance Decrement: Behavior**

For more than 100 years, and with mixed results, researchers have defined and examined fatigue as a performance decrement (Ackerman 2011). The athlete is very familiar with fatigue-related performance decrements. While the underlying mechanisms are complex, this type of fatigue is often viewed on the cellular level in terms of depletion of energy stores in muscle tissue and has been extensively studied (e.g., Green 1997). This type of fatigue has been referred to as “peripheral” fatigue, defined as difficulty initiating or maintaining some physical tasks due to limitations in peripheral processing abilities (i.e., at cellular, circulatory or neuromuscular level; Chaudhuri & Behan 2000). Fatigue-related performance decrements are also associated with various disease processes (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis and Parkinson’s disease; Schwid et al. 2002; Garber & Friedman 2003). In both normal and pathologic cases, these decrements are often referred to as “physical fatigue” given the focus on physical performance decrements.

Although not a universal finding, fatigue-related decrements in cognitive processing abilities (e.g., attention, processing speed, memory) may be observed following periods of sustained and demanding mental work. Physical or cognitive fatigue-related performance decrements are sometimes referred to as objective measures of fatigue, to distinguish these measures from subjective reports. The term “cognitive fatigue” has also been used to refer specifically to fatigue-related performance decrements on cognitive tasks (Ackerman 2011). It is not uncommon for performance decrements to be accompanied by changes in subjective fatigue. However, relationships between changes in subjective ratings and associated performance decrements are often absent or weak, suggesting that separate aspects of the fatigue experience are being assessed (Leavitt & DeLuca 2010; Hornsby 2013).

**SUBJECTIVE FATIGUE DIMENSIONS AND RELATED CONSTRUCTS**

Researchers continue to debate whether subjective fatigue is best described as a unidimensional or multidimensional...
construct (Michielsen et al. 2004). This section describes several common dimensions, or domains, used to characterize the fatigue experience. These dimensions have been identified largely through interviews and surveys and via factor analyses of questionnaire data during the development of instruments for quantifying fatigue (Piper et al. 1998; Stein et al. 1998). The focus here is primarily on the subjective experience, but in some cases fatigue dimensions are also described in terms of performance decrements.

Energy/Vigor/Vitality

Like fatigue, the construct of “energy” has been defined and described in many ways. From a social perspective, having “mental energy” is important for quality of life (O’Connor 2006). From a physics perspective, energy is well defined as the capacity to do work. As a mood, the term energy has similar connotations. When we have energy, we feel able to do physical or mental work (O’Connor 2004). The terms vigor and vitality are also commonly used when describing energy as a mood state. For example, the Activation-Deactivation Adjective Checklist (AD-ACL; Thayer 1986), a common tool for assessing energy, uses the adjectives “active, energetic, vigorous, lively, and full of pep” to quantify “energy-arousal.” These same adjectives are used on another standardized mood scale, the short form of the Profile of Mood States (POMS; McNair et al. 1971), to assess the construct of “vigor.” Likewise, the term “vitality,” defined as positive feelings of “aliveness” and energy, has similar connotations (Ryan & Frederick 1997). Researchers actively debate whether the constructs of energy, vigor, and vitality are the same construct or unique components of some other larger underlying construct (Shirom 2011).

The subjective constructs of energy and fatigue are clearly related, with multiple studies showing a strong negative correlation (−0.73 < r < −0.38) between the two moods (Lee et al. 1991; McNair & Heuchert 2010). Despite the negative association, factor analyses suggest they are independent constructs, not bipolar attributes of a single mood. That is, while individuals reporting high levels of fatigue also generally report low levels of energy/vigor, substantial variability exists (e.g., Lee et al. 1991; McNair & Heuchert 2010). For example, an athlete may feel both fatigued and invigorated following an especially challenging workout or competition. Or conversely, a student may feel both fatigued and invigorated following an especially challenging exam. Or conversely, a student may feel both fatigued and invigorated following an especially challenging workout or competition. Thus, as mentioned above, some authors use the term “cognitive fatigue” to refer specifically to performance decrements in cognitive processing abilities, rather than referring to a subjective feeling or mood. We note the potential for confusion in this term, as it may be used to refer to a subjective fatigue or an objective consequence of fatigue. This is noteworthy because both types may be expected to manifest themselves in relation to hearing impairment.

Despite obvious differences, the distinction between the domains of mental and physical fatigue is not always clear. For example, in addition to well-known cellular mechanisms, physical fatigue is also modulated by central cognitive processes. Marcara et al. (2009) found that mentally fatigued cyclists (those that completed a mentally demanding cognitive task for 90 min before cycling) became physically fatigued (unable to maintain a certain rpm) faster than a control group of cyclists that watched a neutral documentary for 90 min before cycling. This association between mental and physical fatigue highlights the complexity of fatigue as a construct.

Emotional/Affective Fatigue

Emotional or affective fatigue is included as a domain on several multidimensional fatigue scales (e.g., Piper et al. 1998; Stein et al. 1998, 2004). Like other fatigue domains, emotional fatigue may be described as the reduced ability or desire to perform physical or mental tasks; however, this reduced ability/desire is the result of emotional or psychological demands on the individual. Barnes and Van Dyne (2009) suggest emotional fatigue is the consequence of emotional demands of others and results in feeling “overwhelmed, drained, and used up.” Emotional fatigue has been studied in relation to workplace strategies and issues (e.g., Barnes & Van Dyne 2009) and is an important consequence of cancer and cancer-related treatments (Curt et al. 2000). Similar to other fatigue domains, emotional fatigue is often correlated with depression (e.g., Strasser et al. 2009).

Fatigue Duration: Transient Versus Long Term

It makes sense to differentiate between a more long-term fatigued state (e.g., feelings of fatigue that are constant or recurrent and not necessarily due to specific, transient events or situations) resulting from some chronic health or environmental
condition, and more short-term, transient fatigue due to the mental or physical demands of a given situation. Acute or transient fatigue is common and a normal consequence of sustained and demanding physical or mental work. In the healthy population, this type of fatigue tends to resolve quickly with breaks or rest and has a minimal impact on quality of life. However, for some individuals, the transient fatigue is more frequent and severe and can be brought about by the completion of routine activities during the day. This type of fatigue can have significant negative effects on quality of life (Evans & Wickstrom 1999; Robinson-Smith et al. 2000). To examine the time course for long-term fatigue, it is important to consider the frequency, severity, and persistence of the fatigue. These characteristics vary based on the underlying cause of the fatigue and vigor deficits and are assessed directly in several fatigue scales (Krupp et al. 1989; Hann et al. 1998).

In terms of more transient fatigue, the vast majority of research in this area has focused on the time course of muscle fatigue following sustained physical activity. Most relevant to this article, however, is the development of fatigue due to sustained mental/cognitive processing demands. A variety of factors are known to influence the development of subjective and behavioral fatigue in response to sustained mental work, including task and subject-specific factors, such as, the time-on-task, mental workload, the mental effort allocated to the task, task importance, and motivation (e.g., Ackerman 2011). Depending on the combination of subject and task characteristics, fatigue may develop rapidly, slowly, or not at all during the measurement process. Some studies have shown evidence of subjective fatigue and performance decrements in as little as 20 to 30 min (Mackworth 1948; Teichner 1974). In contrast, a video game enthusiast might happily apply extreme mental effort toward successful completion of the game for several hours with little or no complaints of fatigue or decrements in performance.

MEASURING FATIGUE AND ENERGY

Fatigued individuals often describe their condition as “having no energy.” In fact, those who are unable to complete daily activities or are overwhelmed by such activities frequently attribute this condition to a state of “low energy or lack of energy.” To most of us, mental energy is considered important for accomplishing daily tasks and for quality of life—it is viewed as a multidimensional concept that includes such constructs as mood, cognition, motivation, sleepiness, and quality of life (O’Connor 2006; Lieberman 2007). To be sure, the scientific literature on mental energy is limited. There is no consensus on the definition of mental energy, and the relationship between feelings of energy and fatigue are not well understood. Some researchers view energy and fatigue as opposites of the same construct whereas others view these two entities as separate constructs (Lieberman 2007). Despite the ambiguity of the relationships between fatigue and energy several approaches have been developed to assess these constructs. A review of the more common assessment approaches appears below.

Subjective Assessment of Fatigue and Energy Deficits

Subjective assessment is a common approach for measuring fatigue and low energy, and a wide range of instruments is available for use. Some instruments assess fatigue/energy as part of a more global assessment of health or mood. For example, the POMS (McNair et al. 1971) assesses an individual’s overall mood by examining several mood states, such as tension, depression, anger, confusion, as well as fatigue and vigor (McNair et al. 1971). There are seven items used to assess fatigue (e.g., worn out, listless) and eight items used to assess vigor (e.g., lively, energetic). Respondents circle a number between 0 (not at all) and 4 (extremely) that best describes how they have been feeling during the past week, including the day of completing the POMS. The Medical Outcomes Study Short Form (SF-36; Ware & Sherbourne 1992) is another widely used generic instrument that assesses vitality/energy as part of an individual’s overall health. Likewise, the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) is used to assess components, including fatigue, of physical, mental, and social health, as well as providing an estimate of global health (e.g., Cella et al. 2010). These measures are well validated and have normative data for both the general healthy population and individuals with various chronic diseases.

Other instruments have been designed specifically to assess the constructs of fatigue and/or energy. Recent reviews by Dittner et al. (2004) and Whitehead (2009) identified over 40 instruments designed specifically to measure fatigue and energy deficits in various clinical populations. While many scales are available there is no consensus on a “gold standard” measure of subjective fatigue. Clearly, the lack of consensus on even a definition of fatigue limits our ability to standardize measures. In addition, the diversity of measures is driven, in part, by the diverse needs of the clinicians and researchers administering the tools. Instruments vary in terms of their construction format, number of test items, and whether they treat fatigue/energy as a unidimensional or multidimensional construct. The specific aspects of fatigue that are assessed also vary across instruments. Important characteristics include the duration of the fatigue, its frequency of occurrence, and the magnitude or intensity of the experience.

In addition to the characteristics of the fatigue, some instruments also assess the functional impact of the fatigue on daily activities and quality of life. The Revised Piper Fatigue Scale (Piper et al. 1998) is an example of a measure that assesses duration of fatigue (minutes to months) as well as its severity and behavioral impact on daily activities (e.g., at work/school, socializing). Likewise, subjective “need for recovery” scales have been used to measure the need to recuperate from work-related fatigue (van Veldhoven & Broersen 2003). Some work considers need for recovery scales as a proxy for work-related fatigue (Sluieter et al. 2003). In contrast, other study suggests that while often related, fatigue and need for recovery from work are independent constructs (Jansen et al. 2002).

Assessing Fatigue/Energy Via Behavioral Performance Decrements

Monitoring task performance over time is another approach that has been used for many years to study both physical and mental fatigue. Researchers have examined fatigue effects on diverse cognitive tasks (e.g., attention, memory, learning, mental planning, executive control; van der Linden et al. 2003; Lim & Dingès 2008; Shigihara et al. 2013). Performance on any cognitive task could potentially be used as a metric for detecting fatigue effects; however, tasks requiring sustained cognitive effort have
been shown to be particularly effective for demonstrating cognitive performance decrements (DeLuca 2005; Lieberman 2007). Fatigue-related deficits in cognitive processing may be exacerbated in impaired populations, such as multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury, and (potentially) hearing impairment. These same individuals may also experience fatigue even in situations where the mental demands appear limited, such as completion of routine daily activities (van der Linden et al. 2003; DeLuca 2005; Hornsby 2013; Hornsby et al. 2014).

There are two common approaches for measuring fatigue-related decrements in cognitive processing (Ackerman 2011). One “indirect” approach is to assess cognitive ability before and after a prolonged period of time during which mental effort may vary (e.g., before and after a work day or classroom session). A variation on this “real world” approach is to create a situation where mental effort must be sustained for a period of time, essentially creating a standardized “fatiguing task,” and again measure cognitive abilities before and after the completion of the task. This approach loses some face validity, but may decrease variability by forcing all participants to complete exactly the same tasks.

An alternative, more “direct,” approach is to utilize a mentally challenging task which allows one to monitor cognitive performance directly, and continuously, over an extended time period. Vigilance tasks are a classic example of this approach. In general, vigilance tasks require participants to maintain attention for and respond to simple, infrequent, target events (e.g., a light flash or tone) while ignoring irrelevant stimuli. Fatigue is inferred when response speed slows, accuracy decreases, and/or false alarms increase (Lieberman 2007; Basner & Dinges 2011).

Fatigue-related changes in cognitive processing are most readily observed in individuals suffering from more severe and long-term fatigue (e.g., extended sleep loss/poor sleep; extended shift work or long distance monotonous driving). In more acute or transient situations, observing fatigue-related decrements in cognitive processing has proven more challenging. Factors such as motivation, applied effort, task workload and consequences of errors, can influence the development and magnitude of performance decrements on a given task (Ackerman 2011). Complicating things further, learning effects can be a significant confound when using a performance decrement as a marker for fatigue. Specifically, performance on many tasks is expected to improve over time due to practice and learning effects. These learning effects may minimize, or mask altogether, any fatigue-related performance decrements for an individual despite subjective ratings suggesting fatigue. Individual variations in these opposing processes may also explain, in part, the limited correlations observed between subjective ratings of fatigue and fatigue-related performance decrements. It may also explain the limited effectiveness of some (not all) more complex cognitive tasks for detecting fatigue via performance decrements. Specifically, performance on cognitively complex tasks may be more impacted by practice and learning effects than more simple tasks, such as vigilance tasks (Dinges & Powell 1985; Lieberman 2007).

**Biologic and Physiologic Methods for Assessing Fatigue and Energy Deficits**

Not surprisingly, physical and physiologic changes often accompany the subjective and behavioral consequences of fatigue. Researchers have used these changes to provide more objective metrics of fatigue. This section briefly touches on some of the more common approaches including biologic markers, as well as physiologic and electrophysiologic techniques. A thorough discussion of approaches, however, is beyond the scope of this article. Here the focus is on fatigue-related changes associated with sustained mental or psychological demands as opposed to sustained physical demands. Also, although there may be overlap between the physical and physiologic markers associated with fatigue and those associated with effort (e.g., listening effort; see Mackersie & Calderon-Moultie 2016, this issue, pp. 118S–125S; Richter 2016, this issue, pp. 111S–117S), here the focus is on fatigue.

**Biologic Markers**

There has been much work examining the biologic mechanisms of fatigue associated with chronic health conditions (e.g., cancer and multiple sclerosis). Despite this study, our understanding of the biologic mechanisms of fatigue, particularly mental fatigue, is limited. Plasma glucose level is a well-known metabolic factor associated with variations in physical and mental energy, effort, and fatigue due to sustained exercise or disease (e.g., Gold et al. 1995; Newsholme et al. 1992). However, the sensitivity of this measure for detecting more transient fatigue due to sustained mental demands is unclear (Marcora et al. 2009).

Cortisol is a biologic marker that has been used in the study of fatigue in a wide range of populations including hearing loss (Hicks & Thorpe 2002; Bess et al. 2016), cancer survivors (Bower et al. 2005), and stress-related fatigue (Olsson et al. 2010). Cortisol levels are not a direct marker of fatigue; rather these levels are sensitive to an individual’s stress levels and energy expenditure, which are often associated with fatigue. Cortisol can be measured multiple ways including via saliva, hair, and urine. Cortisol is an important part of the body’s response to stress and is regulated by the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. In nonfatigued individuals, cortisol levels vary in a systematic circadian (24 hr) cycle. A normal, rapid, increase in cortisol levels upon awakening is referred to as the cortisol awakening response (CAR) and in a fatigued state this pattern may be disrupted (Roberts et al. 2004). Disruptions in the “typical” CAR have been associated with perceived stress, including the stress associated with preparing for the upcoming day, and stress associated with a variety of chronic health problems (Schmidt-Reinwald et al. 1999; Wüst et al. 2000). In addition, changes in cortisol levels in response to stressful events may vary in fatigued and nonfatigued individuals, with fatigued individuals typically showing smaller variations in cortisol level (e.g., Bower et al. 2005).

Salivary alpha-amylase (sAA) is another saliva parameter that has been used as a noninvasive biomarker for effort and stress (Granger et al. 2007; Nater & Rohleder 2009). Several studies have reported associations between sAA and plasma norepinephrine levels, a surrogate marker of sympathetic nervous system activity, under different conditions of stress (Rohleder et al. 2004; Kuebler et al. 2014). Recent research also suggests a linkage between norepinephrine levels, modulated by the locus coeruleus, and fatigue-related task engagement/disengagement (Hopstaken et al. 2015b). Unfortunately, research examining the relationships between sAA levels and fatigue is limited and results are mixed (Yamaguchi et al. 2006; Nozaki et al. 2009).
Physiologic and Electrophysiologic Techniques

Several investigators have found components of the electroencephalogram to be sensitive to fatigue due to multiple factors, such as extended driving (Zhao et al. 2011; Craig et al. 2012), sustained cognitive tasks (Trejo et al. 2005; Lorist et al. 2009), and multiple sclerosis (Leocani et al. 2001). In addition to continuous monitoring of low-frequency brain activity (electroencephalogram), investigators have also used evoked response potentials to detect fatigue-related changes in cognitive processing (Murata et al. 2005; Lorist et al. 2009). For example, Murata et al. found that the P300 evoked response potential was sensitive to fatigue-related changes in mental processing resulting from sustained mental work (performing mental arithmetic for 3 hr). Several other electrophysiologic measures thought to assess various aspects of cognitive processing have been used to examine mental fatigue with varying degrees of success, including the N1, P2, N2b, P3, error-related negativity, and lateralized readiness potential (e.g., Boksem et al. 2005; Kato et al. 2009). The spontaneous eye blink has been used extensively to assess sleepiness and drowsiness (Caffier et al. 2003), especially associated with long-duration driving-related fatigue (Stern et al. 1994; Lal & Craig 2001; Tran et al. 2009). Prolonged eye closures, and an increase in duration of eye closures have been observed in fatigued state. Fixed changes in pupil diameter have also been observed in a fatigued state (e.g., LeDuc et al. 2005). Oscillations in pupil diameter, referred to as “fatigue waves,” have also been used as an objective measure of sleep-related fatigue effects (Lowenstein et al. 1963; Eggert et al. 2012). Although pupillographic methods have been used extensively and found sensitive to fatigue effects, the vast majority of work has focused on fatigue related to sleep or monotony. The utility of this metric for detecting fatigue due to other factors is unclear.

Measurement of pupil diameter, commonly used in the cognitive psychology literature (Sirois & Brisson 2014) and used to assess effects of hearing loss on cognitive load (e.g., Zekveld & Kramer 2014), has also recently been used to investigate mental fatigue. Hopstaken et al. (2015a, 2015b) suggest variations in pupil diameter are indicative of task engagement, a process which may be reduced in a fatigued state. They had participants work continuously on demanding cognitive tasks (visual n-back tasks) for a 2-hr period and found baseline pupil diameter decreased with time-on-task. Results were consistent with subjective ratings of task engagement and fatigue which decreased and increased respectively, with time-on-task.

Variability of heart rate provides a measure of parasympathetic control over the heart. The heart rate may increase or decrease in response to a variety of factors including physical and mental effort, distress, and anxiety that are potentially associated with fatigue. Tran et al. (2009) investigated relationships between fatigue and heart rate variability (HRV) in healthy adults. They measured heart rate and HRV before starting a monotonous, simulated driving task and 5 min after starting the task. Participants were monitored visually during the task and the task was terminated at the first signs of fatigue (increased head nodding and increased eye closure duration during blinks). Heart rate and HRV were again measured immediately after ending the task. An association between low-frequency HRV and fatigue was observed. Likewise, Segerstrom and Nes (2007) found self-regulatory effort and fatigue, based on participants’ persistence to solve an unsolvable mental task, were associated with increases in HRV.

CONSEQUENCES OF FATIGUE/LOW ENERGY

As expected, the consequences of fatigue and energy deficits vary widely depending on the duration and severity of the problem. For individuals experiencing recurrent or long term, severe fatigue the negative consequences can be significant.

Quality of Life

Fatigue, particularly due to chronic health issues, can have significant physical, social, and psychological consequences. Amato et al. (2001) found subjective fatigue was a significant predictor of quality of life in adults with multiple sclerosis. Likewise, oncology patients with severe and recurrent fatigue report a wide range of fatigue-related mental and emotional problems that negatively affect their quality of life, including difficulties concentrating, loss of motivation, feelings of loneliness, and irritability (Curt et al. 2000; Flechtner & Bottomley 2003). Multiple studies have found strong associations between fatigue and depression (e.g., Arnold 2008). Curt et al. (2000) found that cancer survivors experiencing fatigue “at least a few times a month” reported that fatigue-related issues kept them from normal daily activities, such as being social with friends and taking care of family needs. Finally, Evans and Wickstrom (1999) found that fatigue was common among adults with chronic illness and strongly correlated with their self-care abilities which are also strongly correlated with quality of life (Robinson-Smith et al. 2000).

Fatigue severity during an active disease state also modulates the effects of fatigue on quality of life following treatment. Flechtner and Bottomley (2003) found that individuals being treated for cancer who scored high on a fatigue scale during their cancer treatments were more likely to report poorer quality of life following recovery from treatment than those who reported lower fatigue during their treatments. These differences in quality of life were present even 6 to 7 years following treatment ending. In summary, adults with recurrent, longstanding fatigue tend to be less active, more socially isolated, less able to monitor their own self-care, and more prone to depression than nonfatigued adults.

Cognitive Processing

Individuals experiencing mental fatigue often subjectively report difficulties maintaining attention or thinking quickly, clearly, and efficiently. Cognitive abilities, such as working memory, attention, executive control, and processing speed, have been monitored to detect mental fatigue (van der Linden et al. 2003; Bryant et al. 2004; Lim & Dingess 2008). For example, Lim and Dingess summarized literature in which the Psychomotor Vigilance Task (Dinges & Powell 1985) was used to examine the effects of sleep-related fatigue on vigilant attention and processing speed. The psychomotor vigilance task is a simple...
visual reaction time task that measures sustained attention and is highly sensitive to factors affecting mental fatigue. Converging evidence from multiple studies suggests that fatigue results in a generalized slowing in processing speed and a decreased ability to maintain attention (Lieberman 2007; Lim et al. 2010).

Likewise, van der Linden et al. (2003) examined the effects of mental fatigue on executive control in normal adults. They defined executive control as the ability to regulate and control thought and motor processes to achieve a goal. Using classic tasks from the cognitive psychology literature, they assessed flexibility and planning abilities before and after 2 hr of mentally demanding tasks. Compared with a control group, fatigued individuals showed evidence of fatigue-induced impairment of executive control.

Workplace Productivity/Safety Issues

Fatigue-related decrements in cognitive function can have important consequences. For example, fatigued adults in the workplace are less productive, more likely to miss work and have extended work absences, and are more prone to errors and accidents than those not suffering from fatigue (Rici et al. 2007; Williamson et al. 2011). From a safety perspective, fatigue-related decrements in attention, processing speed, and distractibility have been implicated in specific industrial accidents with major public health and environmental consequences, such as the near meltdown of the Three Mile Island Nuclear reactor (e.g., Miller et al. 1988). Even in the absence of severe accidents, fatigue-related loss of work productivity is a significant economic issue. Ricci et al. (2007) suggests productivity decreases associated with fatigue costs businesses over 100 billion dollars annually in the US alone. Lost production time at work is especially problematic among fatigued adults who also suffer from other chronic conditions.

FATIGUE CONCEPTS: RELATION TO HEARING LOSS

Subjective Fatigue: Relation to Hearing Loss

Much of what we know about relationships between fatigue and hearing loss is subjective, coming from anecdotal reports or indirectly from related qualitative research (Hetu et al. 1988; Backenroth & Ahlner 2000; Copithorne 2006; Nachtegaal et al. 2009). As a field, we are just beginning to examine relationships between fatigue and hearing loss directly (Hornsby 2013; Bess & Hornsby 2014; McGarrigle et al. 2014). The limited available evidence suggests that hearing loss, like many other chronic health conditions, increases risk for subjective fatigue and vigor deficits in adults and children (Hetu et al. 1988; Hornsby et al. 2014). For example, Hetu et al. interviewed medical plant workers to identify perceived difficulties and consequences associated with their hearing loss. As expected, common reports included difficulty understanding speech and reduced awareness of environmental sounds. To compensate for these difficulties, individuals reported a need for increased attention, concentration, and effort at work. This, in turn, led to reports of increased stress, tension, and fatigue. The fatigue experienced by some workers was such that they were “too tired for normal activities” (Hetu et al. 1988, p. 255).

A similar finding was reported by Kramer et al. (2006). In this study, working adults with hearing loss reported their work duties required more effort in hearing to complete than did their normally hearing coworkers doing the same/similar jobs. Furthermore, an analysis of rates of sick leave revealed that persons with hearing loss were approximately four times more likely than workers without hearing loss to miss work due to complaints of “mental distress” (defined as sick leave due to “fatigue, strain, or burnout”).

Nachtegaal et al. (2009, 2012) examined associations between hearing difficulties, work productivity (including taking sick leave), and need for recovery. Their results suggested that as hearing difficulties increased, self-rated work productivity decreased. In addition, individuals with greater hearing difficulties were also more likely to report being less able to complete all required work duties and needed more time to fully recover from their work-related stress. The increased need for recovery following work also appeared to increase the risk of extended (>5 days) sick leave. Findings such as these suggest that the additional effort in hearing expended throughout the day by persons with hearing loss may be a significant factor affecting quality of life and work experience.

Although limited in scope, recent study using validated fatigue scales also supports the idea that children and adults with hearing loss are at increased risk for fatigue. For example, preliminary data from Hornsby et al. (2014) found children with hearing loss reported significantly more fatigue than age-matched children without hearing loss. Although the sample size was small (n = 10), the magnitude of deficit experienced by the children with hearing loss was substantial and larger than that reported by children with other chronic health conditions, such as cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, and obesity.

Likewise, Hornsby and Kipp (2016) found that adults with hearing loss seeking help for their hearing difficulties reported significantly less vigor than age-matched normative data (Nyenhuis et al. 1999). In addition, they found that adults with hearing difficulties were much more likely (32% versus 7%) to experience severe vigor deficits (scores >1.5 standard deviations below normative means). Differences between groups on the fatigue subscale of the POMS were also significant, but smaller (15% versus 7%). While it is intuitive that hearing loss-related fatigue would be driven by listening experiences, the relative contribution of listening difficulties versus other factors (e.g., age, motivation, comorbid conditions, etc.) remains unclear. Additional work is clearly needed to characterize the subjective issues of adults with hearing loss in relation to fatigue and vigor deficits.

Behavioral Assessments of Fatigue: Relation to Hearing Loss

Research on fatigue-related performance decrements (i.e., behavioral assessment of fatigue) is difficult to carry out, requiring trial-and-error to arrive at experimental conditions and parameters, which reliably elicit the phenomena intended for study. Thus it is not surprising that work with persons with hearing loss in this area is limited. Hornsby (2013) examined the effects of hearing aid use on subjective fatigue and fatigue-related performance decrements. In that study, participants completed a cognitively demanding speech-in-noise dual-task over a 50-min period either unaided or when listening via hearing aids. Signal to noise ratios were individually chosen to result in aided understanding of ~75% correct. Subjective ratings obtained immediately before and after completing the speech dual-task revealed large increases in fatigue and a reduced ability to maintain focus and attention following the 50-min task, regardless of listening condition (i.e., with or without hearing aids). In addition, several performance measures derived from the dual-task (word recognition, word recall, visual reaction times) were monitored over the
course of the task. When listening with hearing aids, word recognition, word recall, and processing speed (visual reaction times) remained stable over time. Likewise, when listening unaided, word recognition and word recall were poorer than when aided, but they also remained stable over time. In contrast, response speed to the visual signal slowed significantly over time (a fatigue-related performance decrement) when listening without hearing aids. This study provides preliminary evidence that aided listening may reduce susceptibility to speech-processing induced fatigue-related performance decrements in cognitive processing speed. Despite the behavioral evidence of fatigue (performance decrement) when listening unaided but not aided, subjective reports were not sensitive to unaided-aided differences. This finding is not unique, as discrepancies between subjective and objective measures of fatigue are not uncommon (Leavitt & DeLuca 2010).

In addition, substantial individual variability was observed across participants in this study. Some participants had only minimal, or no, changes in subjective ratings. Likewise, changes in processing speed (visual reaction times) over time varied widely with some participants slowing substantially while others changed only minimally. However, a series of correlation analyses did not reveal any associations between these changes and multiple variables (e.g., PTA, age, word recognition, etc.). Thus, the reason for the wide variability remains unknown. It is also worth noting that in a separate experiment (Hornsby 2012), using the same speech dual-task paradigm, but at a poorer signal to noise ratio (individually chosen to result in aided understanding of ~50% correct), no fatigue-related performance decrements were noted in either (unaided/aided) condition. However, subjective differences were observed, with unaided listening leading to larger increases in fatigue than when aided. The reason for the divergent outcomes is not clear and serves to highlight the potential impact of experimental parameters on the development and expression of fatigue.

**Biologic and Physiologic Assessments of Fatigue: Relation to Hearing Loss**

Hicks and Tharpe (2002) measured cortisol levels in children (5 to 11 years old) with and without hearing loss (n = 10/group) at the beginning (~9:00 A.M.) and end (~2:00 P.M.) of the school day and predicted a blunted response in the children with hearing loss compared with their normative controls. In fact, no significant differences in cortisol levels were observed between groups in this study. However, the limited number of samples obtained during the day did not allow for assessment of the CAR, a potentially important marker of fatigue, and provided only a gross measure of the diurnal cortisol patterns between groups. Moreover, the sample size may have been too small to detect between-group differences.

A recent study by Bess et al. also investigated the effects of hearing loss on cortisol levels in children (6 to 12 years old). Participants included 32 children with normal hearing and 28 children with mild-moderate hearing loss. In this study, salivary cortisol was measured on two separate days and at six time points across the waking hours. Results revealed that the CAR in children with hearing loss was elevated upon awakening and blunted in terms of the normal initial increase upon awakening (i.e., the CAR was reduced). This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that children with hearing loss experience continual and higher stress during the day than their normal hearing peers, hence elevated cortisol at waking. The blunted response upon awakening also suggests a dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis that could put the children at increased risk for stress-related fatigue (Bess et al. 2016).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Despite its ubiquity and significant negative effects on quality of life, fatigue has proven to be a complex phenomenon that is difficult to define and quantify. The principal forms of defining fatigue are subjectively or, alternatively, as a performance decrement. Subjective fatigue may be multidimensional in nature, with common dimensions including physical, mental/cognitive, and emotional fatigue and the related constructs of energy/vigor/vitality. It is also useful to distinguish between transient or acute fatigue due to short-term cognitive or physical load (which dissipates upon the cessation of the task), and sustained or long-term fatigue, such as that due to a disease condition, which is more persistent. Fatigue can be measured via self-report (subjectively), as a performance decrement on sustained tasks, or via various involuntary biological and physiological markers. Different approaches are probably measuring different aspects of fatigue and energy, as relations between them are often weak (see Eckert et al. 2016, this issue, pp. 101S–110S).

Although systematic research is limited, cumulative evidence suggests that some adults and children with hearing loss may be at increased risk for fatigue and energy deficits. This is most clear with respect to subjective ratings of longer-term fatigue. Effects of hearing impairment on acute fatigue due to sustained mental demands have also been observed, but measurement paradigms are currently not well developed. Importantly, some initial work suggests that audiologic interventions, such as hearing aids, may reduce susceptibility to fatigue. However, there are significant gaps in our understanding of the relationship between hearing loss and fatigue, and robust evidence that interventions such as hearing aids reduce the incidence of long-term fatigue is still lacking.

Future study should seek to identify or develop measurement methods (subjective, physiologic, and behavioral) for detecting, quantifying, and monitoring hearing-related fatigue in adults and children. These types of measures are required to better understand the fatigue experience of persons with hearing loss and to systematically investigate underlying mechanisms and factors responsible for susceptibility to hearing-related fatigue. Once developed, these measures could be used to investigate factors that may modulate fatigue as well as the efficacy of potential interventions designed to reduce fatigue, in persons with hearing loss.
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